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DATA
Data Download is a new, ongoing feature where we put the same set of six questions
to the movers and the shakers in the Data Links field.
In this installment we talk to LtrCdr (Retd) Roy Johansson who served as the IDLSoc
Chairman between 2008 and 2012.

“Data Links are as vital for tactical perfomances as the platforms they
are implemented in”
LtrCdr (Retd) Roy Johansson
Sweden, with limited resources, Data Links are as vital for
tactical performance as the platforms they are implemented
in.

Please Introduce yourself
I am LtCdr (Retd) Roy Johansson. For more than 40 years I
served in different positions within the Swedish Royal Navy,
Joint Headquarters, Ministry of Defence and the Swedish
delegation to NATO. Primarily my tasks have been within the
fields of C3, armaments co-operation and interoperability. I
served as the IDLSoc chairman between 2008 and 2012.
Presently I am running my own business as a contractor.

What are the challenges facing Data Links today?
The way I see it, it is the ever-increasing need for data to be
pushed between platforms, systems, services, and
stakeholders. Our growing dependency on this data feed
means we need to ensure that essential, vital data and
information reaches our warfighters directly, and is not
queued or rejected in the network or the system.

What led you into working with Data Links?
Swedish Naval Data Links, was, and still is, one of the core
functions for the Navy and as a communications officer, and
later on as an operations officer, it simply came with the job
description. Further into my career I was heavily involved in
the Swedish Armed Forces transformation into deploying
interoperable data links and information systems.

What advice would you give to someone entering
the Data Links Field?
A tricky question, that depends on what someone is
interested in, or what they have been asked to do. Are they a
systems engineer, flight mechanic, fighter pilot, operations
officer, flight controller etc…? Regardless of entry point, I
believe they must learn the basics of why we are operating
Data Links. To be able to contribute to the continuous
development of our Data Links, or to fully operate them, you
need to have an understanding of how these masterpieces of
equipment contribute to success on the battlefield, and how
that will change if you lose your Data Link feed.

What was your first experience of a Data Link?
That was back in 1977 when I received my first commission
onboard the Swedish destroyer HMS Smaland. We operated
two different kinds of Data Links with the tactical plot table,
centrally located in the combat centre, as the bustling place
where all information was gathered. Around that tactical plot
table, in my eyes, skilled and seasoned personnel led our
task force through voice and data orders, all the time
focused on the tactical picture in front of them.

What is it about Data Links that you find so
compelling?
Data Links are more of how you apply tactical manoeuvre, or
maybe how you adapt and develop your TDLs, so as to be
able to use your combat units in a tactical advantageous
manner. Data Links, rightly implemented, exercised, and
operated, will support us in creating information superiority
and make sure our personnel at the sharp end will be in the
best possible frame of mind for making that last decisive
decision in a kill chain. Not least for a small nation, like
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Upcoming Data Exchange Sessions
communications.
CESMO provides a real-time depiction of
the location of hostile ground-based air
surveillance and fire-control or groundcontrolled interception radars during air
operations.
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The ability to determine the exact location
of hostile radars in real time, and to share
that information with other platforms, is
crucial.
One of the clever aspects of CESMO is
that it is not needed to devise a new
datalink or communications network to
share this information. Any already existing link which can
handle IP data can handle CESMO traffic .
The key contribution CESMO can make, particularly for the
air battle, is providing real-time details of hostile emitters
active in the theatre of operations.

The Data Exchange Sessions are a series of one
hour long presentations and discussions around
key issues in the Data Links Community.

Booking available through the Events Page.

June

14 July 2021

Applying Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
to Network Planning, Design, Management, and LVC

If there is a topic you would like to see covered in
these sessions please contact
events@idlsocweb.org

Nick Kropp and Patrick Pierson

Virtual Demo - A Data Exchange
Session

This presentation will begin by reviewing the current state of
operations and target specific areas for improvement.
Using these examples as a starting point, we demonstrate
how existing AI capabilities, current developmental
programs and future AI possibilities can improve the overall
efficiency of network planning and management and
prepare us for the eventual advancement to the next level of
TDL employment.

The Second Data Exchange
Session took place on the 18
May 2021.
The session, led by Jamie King,
went over some of the key
features and plans for this
year’s IDLSoc Demonstration.

The goal is to stimulate thoughts, discussions and highlight
focus areas for the TDL- AI panel discussion for IDLS 2021.
Participants are encouraged to discuss current AI initiatives
and provide any additional insights/ideas. The discussion
feedback will provide the basis for more detailed look at AI
during the live panel session in November.

Jamie King, IDLS2019

Jamie covered the main points
of the demonstration and talked about some of the
advantages to be gained by holding the demonstration
online over having a live event. He encouraged vendors
to make full use of the added advantages to provide
full and polished presentations.

We look forward to “seeing you” soon!
Booking available through the Events Page.
2 June 2021

There was discussion around what vendors and
participants would like to see in this year’s
demonstration, as well as how the demonstration is
presented.

July

The event was well attended, and we would like to
thank all those who were able to join in.

CESMO - Mr Marco Mehling (retired LtCol German Air Force)
CESMO is an interoperability method and protocol which
uses IP (Internet Protocol) messaging transmitted using
existing air-to-air and air-to-ground/ground-to-air

How to attend a Data Exchange Session
■

Register via the Events Calendar on Idlsocweb.org.
Please do not leave this until the day of the meeting.

■

Once you have completed the 2nd registration you will
be sent a link to the meeting.

■

Prior to the meeting, normally two days before, you will
receive an email from the Society asking you to register
on Zoom for the meeting.

■

You will be muted when you enter the meeting, please
remain on mute, unless you wish to enter the debate.
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IDLS2021 Online Update
IDLS2021 Online Planning
So what’s going on in terms of planning for this year’s
IDLS2021, which will be online for the second year?

equipment. We are looking for examples of capabilities their
system offers to “aid situations”.

The call for content went out in January and the Technical
Committee have been reviewing the abstracts and down
selecting the ones they want to see as draft presentations. A
review of these presentations has now begun.

The next Demonstration planning meeting will take place on
Monday 14 June.
We have a number of companies, which will be offering either
a full day or 4 hour session of training on Monday 1
November.

We have been in contact with government and military
organisations for presentations.

We intend to share more details about the schedule and the
topics being covered in the June newsletter.

This year we have also offered the Chapters a chance to take
a more active role, by either chairing and leading one of the
sessions or by hosting one of the planned networking one
hour sessions. So far, the UK Chapter has expressed interest
in hosting a session.
We intend to have a panel session on TDL and Artificial
Intelligence. The Data Exchange Session entitled “Applying
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning to Network
Planning, Design, Management, and LVC”, which takes place
on 2 June, is designed as an aid to develop the basis for this
panel by highlighting the key issues and points for
discussion.
Work on this year’s demonstration has begun. The current
plan is to have a format similar to last year’s, in which
companies run through a pre-defined scenario using their

IDLS2021 Online Sponsorship
New features available in this year’s sponsorship
packages are:

Links to your website or virtual stand
Many companies have invested in virtual stands, which are
accessed via a URL. If you have a virtual stand, we will be
happy to link to that stand and highlight the fact it is there
and how to access it. Alternatively, we can include a link to
your website.

The 25 minute marketing slot
The 25 minute marketing slot is available either prior to or
post the IDLS2021 event.

When does our information appear?

This year the Society is putting together a series of one hour
sessions set to take place in different time zones for our
members.
■
■
■
■

The sponsor showcase area of the IDLS2021 website will go
live shortly after we have confirmed the sponsors, and they
have supplied us with content.

You can choose your time zone
You can choose your topic
We will market the event to our members
If the event is recorded, we will add the recording to
your sponsorship area on the website

Members will be advised via the newsletter of updates to the
site and sponsors.
If you are interested being a sponsor at IDLS2021 please
email events@idlsocweb.org.

1-5 NOVEMBER
IDLS2021.COM
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IDLS2021 Featured Sponsor
We would like to thank
Curtiss-Wright for being
a sponsor for IDLS2021.

solutions with military standards using the BOSS test
solution; military multi-link training systems for battlefield
readiness using TCG's GTS training solution; and live
operational systems for secure warfighter communications
enabling better operational coordination and increased
mission effectiveness using TCG's LinkPRO software. TCG's
customers include leading military organizations, systems
integrators and test agencies worldwide.

Founded in 1993 and
acquired by Curtis Wright in 2019, Tactical Communications
Group (TCG) is the leading independent supplier of tactical
data link software solutions for military communications
worldwide. Its powerful, flexible software solutions minimize
the time, cost and effort required to build, integrate, test, and
deploy military systems that need connectivity and
interoperability with tactical data link networks. TCG's
complete tactical data link (TDL) product line includes
military testing software, used to ensure compliance of TDL

For more information, visit the website.

We would like to thank the following companies who have already signed up to
exhibit at IDLS2021.

Silver

Bronze
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Corporate News
Meta Mission Data Acquires TacPlan and TacSig
Designed to operate in a Windows OS environment, Spectral
Plan houses all of its functionality within a single application;
increasing efficiency and reducing risk associated with data
transfer between multiple applications.

Meta Mission Data Limited (MMD) is delighted to announce
the successful acquisition of TacCom Limited’s TacPlan and
TacSig specialist multi-Tactical Data Link (TDL) planning
software tools.
Spectral Task is a military message (or Signal) generator and
convertor. Predominantly designed for OPTASK Link
conversion between different message text format standards
and baselines, Spectral Task can be modified to accept any
military message for conversion. A fully automated process
allows for signals to be either created and validated against a
specific standard or converted from one standard to another.

TacPlan and TacSig will now be integrated into MMD’s
SpectralTM TDL Application Suite and will be designated
‘Spectral Plan’ and ‘Spectral Task’. Along with Spectral Core,
Spectral SIM and Spectral IO, MMD is now able to offer a full
package of end-to-end solutions across TDL system design
and integration, planning and operations and training.
Spectral Plan is a unique single software application
designed to provide a complete solution to all aspects of
multi-TDL planning. Currently supporting NATO Link 1, Link
11, Link 16, Link 22, JREAP A, B & C, SADL and VMF planning,
Spectral Plan generates;
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

MMD’s team of dedicated specialist TDL software developers
will be developing Spectral Plan and Spectral Task to include
the latest Link 16 modernisation features, enhanced Link 22
planning functionality, a new mapping system and a
modernised Graphical User Interface. Responding to
extremely positive operator feedback, the technical roadmap
for these market leading tools will significantly increase
customer functionality, automation and usability.

Validated OPTASK LINK messages in selectable
message text formats;
Link 16 Network Design requests;
MIDS Frequency Clearance assessments;
Line of Sight calculations and sensor coverage
assessments
Connectivity assessments
Platform, Network, Crypto and Frequency Parameter
Summaries;
JREAP C Internet Protocol Plan;
JTIDS/MIDS Forecast Report (JFAR);
JTIDS/MIDS Coordination Message (JCM);
Graphical images portraying TDL architectures for
briefings and;
An array of validation errors and warnings ensuring
the architecture will function as planned.

On making the announcement, MMD’s Managing Director
Chris Jones said “Adding Spectral Plan and Spectral Task into
our rapidly expanding catalogue of mission focused products
is tremendously exciting – for our TDL developers and
systems designers and for the front-line operators and
industry partners that will now benefit from our portfolio of
scalable, software-driven TDL solutions”.
For further information on Spectral Plan and Spectral Task,
please contact Nick Young nick.young@mmd.meta.aero
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Chapter News

Corporate News

IDLSoc UK Chapter Meeting
The UK Chapter meeting and AGM will be held at the Leidos
offices in Lincoln on 9 September 2021. The meeting will be
from 1200 to 1700 hours GMT.
The opportunity for a social get together after the event.
If you would like to attend, please contact the IDLSoc
Chapter Secretary.

IDLSoc Membership

Corporate Membership
We would like to thank IBM Canada and Thales for
renewing their Society corporate memberships.
For more information about becoming a Corporate
Member of IDLSoc please click here.

There are many benefits to becoming a member of the
International Data Links Society, and any data link user,
customer, manager, policy maker, technical adviser,
support agent or supplier are eligible for membership with
the Society.
Benefits include:
Access to the only dedicated network for Data
Links professionals providing a great opportunity
to connect with others across the wider Data
Links community.
Access to hundreds of Data Links related
documents and files.
The opportunity to attend Chapter events, and to
get priority booking at IDLSoc events.
Every year IDLSoc holds a Symposium, and as a
member you get a special discounted fee for
attendance.
The current individual one year subscription fee is
US$75.00 and you can apply online.
Society staff will vet your application for eligibility and
once approved, you will be sent at ID to login to the
website and pay for your membership.

IDLSoc Newsletter - Content
Request

We are interested in articles of around 500 to 1500 words
and based on current issues of interest, including relevant
aspects of research, practice and application.

We are looking at publishing more technical articles in the
IDLSoc newsletter.

The IDLSoc newsletter readership includes industry,
government, academia and individuals within the data links
community, so please bear this in mind when submitting
your proposal.

There is a rich seam of topics within the data links field that
we have not yet covered and would make for interesting and
enlightening articles.

If you have a topic you would to submit, please email your
proposal to editor@idlsocweb.org.
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